
EBOOK COPY EDITING SERVICES

eBook Editing include Copy and Substantive editing, proofreading, Indexing. Grammar and punctuation correction. Best
eBook Editing and Copy Editing Service.

Wolf DeVoon Author of 'A Portrait of Valor' I wanted to thank you again for creating such beautiful covers,
for your responsiveness to my questions and concerns, and for being so patient with me as I stumbled my way
through this process. We genuinely want you to be happy with our work. Finally, I can mark up paper
manuscripts if necessary. Reddit Shares I'm a passionate believer in the importance of editing and I frequently
get asked for recommendations for editors, as well as how the process works. I have used the formatting and
cover design services of the amazing team at Ebook Launch for two of these titles. Call on us to correct and
polish your manuscript so readers can enjoy your writing without any distractions. They also interviewed me
about my editing process here. A professional ebook editor can help to determine what elements of the piece
should be added, deleted, or altered depending on the demographic to make the work desirable for readers.
Amendment of grammatical and linguistic issues, Methodical attention to punctuation marks such as commas,
semicolons etc. Hiring a book copy editor is crucial to the success of your book If you're looking for a book
copy editor, congratulations! Readers are constantly bombarded with blogs, tweets, and comments â€”
unlimited amounts of text. Yes we do! If your publication uses paper proofs or another format, contact me for
a rate estimate. As someone trained to point out flawed details, an editor can ensure that the work conveys the
intended message, which could be unclear. There's no turning back. Not only for best Young Adult ebook
cover design gold medal thank you very much , but ALSO for overall top 50 gold medal number two! Check
out the Book Editing Services that we offer Separate to our publishing operations, our professional book
editors will first assess your completed manuscript in its current form. The result is a shorter, more fluid, and
more concise text. I can fill in missing information for references such as authors, dates, publisher locations,
etc. The ebook needs to stand out from the majority of other ebooks on the market. Two gold. New York Book
Editors. Save time, achieve more, and boost your bottom line! After Proofreading Click to enlarge
Self-publishing your ebook is challenging, and having spelling errors in your how-to guide or inconsistencies
in your storyline can ruin your reputation as an author. How many times have you gotten stuck trying to
navigate the difficult terrain? Apparently winning 2 gold is an anomaly. As I am not totally computer savvy,
they took the time to explain to me how everything works in ebook publishing. Certified StoryGrid Editor list
â€” includes manuscript evaluations, help with getting unstuck, and consultations. Get Free Quote. Because
you know, deep down inside, this final critical step can mean the difference between a best-seller and a flop; a
book that establishes you as an authority versus an amateur; and a book that either makes you feel like a
mountaineer or rock-star or makes you want to go hide under a rock the size of Mount Everest. Our Book
Editors can take your novel to a whole new level Serious about getting your book published? There is an
option on our formatting quote form to request formatting. A team of professional editors who have worked
with some of the biggest names in the industry as well as offering services to indie authors. Credible sources
assure readers that the content will satisfy their reading expectations. You should assess what you need against
what each provide as well as the cost. Editing your own work can be next to impossible for writers. Give us a
call at to engage our eBook editing services. It's a monumental undertaking.


